To satisfy the growing need for computing power, a high degree of parallelism will be necessary in future supercomputers. Up to the late TOs, supercomputers were either multiprocessors (SIMD-MIMI)) or pipelinecl monoprocessors, Current commercial products combine these two levels of parallelism.
Introduction
Needs for performance in various scientific applications have lead manufacturers to the design of parallel structures. The first industrial parallel supercomputers were pipeline processors CDC Cyber 205, ..). Now, supercomputers (Cray 2, ypYL ETA , ..> combine at least two levels of parallelism; they are multiprocessors where each processor is a powerful pipeline processor.
In many applications, effective performance on supercomputers does not depend on the peak Performance but on the spectrum of algorithms which are actually efficiently run in parallel. In [Je86], we have presented a pipeline modet. the Data Synchronized Pipeline Architecture @SPA). This pipeline processor has been shown to be actually efficient on the whole set of imperative loops i.e. the loops which cannot be forgiven before the loop index has reached its upper bound -classical vector loops and also many loops where independency of the successive iterations cannot be checked at compile time (e.g. loop 1 and loop 2).
LOOP1
LOOP2 Do 1 I=l,hr DO 2 I=l,N
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Loop 1 is generally considered as a completely scalar loop; in this Paper, We propose an architecture of a TCM where loop 1 will be run in Parallel : performance is only limited by the effective dependencies and the theoretical memory throughput.
The DSPA processor [J&6] is based on asynchronous independent functional units communicating through FJFO queues. We have shown that Passing the WRITES by the READS on memory with hardware &wtion of RAW hazatds allows this pipeline processor to achieve good performance on a large family of loops where independency between suEe.&ve itex&ms Cannot be detected at compile rime -e.g loop 1 and 2. In t& paper, we consider tbe introduction of a DSPAl&e prose w b&c processor in a TCM. The OdY chantcterisuc of the DSPA processor which has to be kept in mind is :
The production of addresses and the cot?vleling of the associated reqaests ore dissociated.
For more details on the DSPA processor, see lJe861.
In a TCM, t.ha m two ahemative locations where the hardware detection of RAW hazards may be performed : q A) A hardware mechanism to detect RAW dependencies is hPlement& in each processor. A read request from processor J is sent to the memory if and only if there is no waiting write request on the same location from ~~OMSSO~ I. write requests are sent to the memory when their associated data is available. 0 B) ne RAW hazard detection is performed in the memory banks -(he memory banks are assumed to have only one request Port. RquesB we sent TV t,he memory; read addresses are checked against (he a&&es*s,of all *e WRITES waiting for their associated data in the memory bank.
The lint solution allows to send synchronously the write requests and their associated data on the memory; only two INS are needed : a (request+ write) IN and a read IN. Requests and data to be written onto memory are routed through the request IN from the processors to the memory banks. Read data are routed from the memory to the proCesSorS through the read IN. Unfortunately. spreading loops among the processors would be difficult : 0 Loop 2 cannot be spread among the processors without using complex synchronization primitives to ensure consismncy of the eXe&on : when processor I reads an element of array A, a mechanism must guarantee that the associated WRITE of the same element is completed before an other processor reads the element. 0 Chaining two successive vector loops may require the completeness of the WRITES on the memory as in the following example when P and/or K are ignored at compile time :
Do 20 I=I,N 20 A(I+K)= . . Do 211=1&l 21 . . = A(I+P) ., From now, in thii paper, we consider that an hardware detection of the RAW hazards is petfon~~ed in the global memory. The SikDifiCXtiOn of a sequence of requests on a memory bank is completely determined by the order the requests enter the memory bank; we shall Z+X in SectiOn 111 that this allow to synchronize the processors. For convenience. we will refer to a multiprocessor where a hardware de&c-tiOn Of RAW hazards is performed in the global memory as an Address Synchronized Multiprocessor ( ASM ).
On an ASM. when a Read-Modify-Write instruction is implemented in the instruction set of the processor, loop 2 may be spread among the processors; each processor executes a vector loop and no sYnchronixation of the processors is needed during this execution. 393 On an ASM, the sending of a write request and the sending of the associated datum are dissociated. Then three INS are needed : 0 a request IN q areadlN UawriteIN 2 Avoiding deadlocks on the memory in an ASM In a TCM. at every cycle any processor may desire to send a request to any memory bank. Requests of several processors may have the same destination bank at the same cycle. A memory bank can process only one request at each cycle. Destination conflicts must be treated; only one request is accepted on each destination bank, the other requests must be rejected or delayed.
Let us consider the following example :
-1
Let us now suppose that A is located in bank 0 and B is located in bank 1. We also suppose that the computation of the new value of B by processor 1 requires the value of A and that the computation of the new value of A by pnxessor 2 requires the value of B. Because in an ASM, the sending of the data to be written is dissociated with the sending of write requests, the following distribution of the requests on the memory banks may he logically possible but must be avoided : WRITE A enters bank 0 before READ A and WRITE B enters bank 1 before READ B. If this situation occurs, there would be a deadlock on the memory : WRITE requests are waiting for their associated data which cannot be computed.
Multistage networks with internal memorization of the rejected requests such as proposed for the RP3 project [PflISl or the NW [Go831 cannot be used in an ASM because the previous situation may occur.
Synchronous networks allow to overpass this difficulty under the condition that if a request from processor I is rejected, it is submitted again and no other request from the same processor is submitted until it has endly been accepted.
We must point out that the size of a synchronous IN in a TCM where a global hardware detection of RAW hazards is performed would be limited; an arbitration decision must be taken on each memory cycle and the data on which this arbitration must be performed depends on the result of the arbitration at the previous cycle; this implies to implement the arbiter on a single chip , then simple pin-out considerations limits the number of inputs and outputs of the IN to about twenty or thirty.
A hardware difSculty
In an ASM, the response time of a memory bank for a READ is not constant : it depends on whether the request has been delayed by a RAW hazard or not. A word of data read on bank i by processor k may flow out from the read IN before a word of data read on bank j even when the second request is older than the first request. When using a synchronous IN, there are no means to avoid this difficulty. When flowing from the read IN, data must he stored in an intermediate buffer and reordered. A complex reordering mechanism has to be implemented in each processor. A similar mechanism must also be implemented in each memory bank to re-associate the data to be written with the corresponding write requests.
The cost of the implementation of an ASM would be prohibitive if synchronous INS are used --INS + arbiters + mechanisms for reordering data in memory banks and in processors. In the next section, we propose a new IN, the GREEDY network. The GREEDY network is virtually conflict free and allows a realistic implementation of an ASM. A N*M GREEDY network (or G-network for short) is a N*M array of FIFO queues where FIFO (ij) is written from inlet i and read into outlet j, independently from other FIFO queues.
First we notice that a G-network can accept a word of data from each input during each cycle and a word of data may flow out from each output of the network during each cycle. When a FIFO queue is full, the G-network must delay the acceptance of a new word of data, but it is noteworthy that this congestion is local : it is the state of one FlFO queue, the other FlFO queues may continue to work independently.
If the definition of the G-network is quite simple, it does not solve the problem of controlling of the network.
2 Controlling the memory request G-network Let K he the number of processors. In each memory bank i, there is a memory sequencer unit, h&U(i). At each cycle. MSU(i) receives from each processor j a l-bit information b(ij). The information "a request from processor j concerns memory bank i" is coded in bit b(ij). The whole vector of informations is stored in a FIFO queue (width K bits, one bit by processor) in the MSU; an immediate optimization consists in storing this vector only if there is some request concerning the memory bank.
Processing requests in a memory bank B is then straightforward (4.2) :
Step 1. Extract a K-bit vector V from the FIFO queue if it is not empty. Otherwise GOT0 step 1.
t=2; request from Pl t=l; request from P3 t=2; request from Pl t=3; request from figure 2: load of the requests by the MSU
P3
Step 2. If vector V is null then GOT0 step 1. Otherwise X <--number of the lirst nonnull bit ww
Step 3. Exeact a request from the FIFO queue (X.B) in tie G-network and begin processing it. GOT0 step 2.
The hardware required in the MSU to perform this treatment is limited to a FIFO queue and a priority encoder.
3 P-issuing : definition Notice that a non-null validation bit b(j.i) must correspond to each request originated from processor j to bank i and vice-versa Definition :
A memory request destinated to memory bank i will be said Pissued when the MSU of the requested memory bank has received the associated validation bit.
Notice that the P-issuing of a request may be dissociated with the deposit of the request in the request G-network.
A condition for avoiding deadlock on the memory
As the order of the READS automatically corresponds to the order of the WRITES on a FLFO queue, requesta from processor j to a single memory bank i are automatically P-issued in the logical order of the programs.
Theorem 1: Let us suppose that : (A) If a request Rl originated from processor j is younger than a request R2 originated from the same processor. then RI cannot be Pissued before R2. (B) In a program, a WRITE is not requested before all the READS of the operands needed for the computation of the word of data to be. written have been requested.
Then no deadlocks can occur on the memory.
Proof:
Fit we give a label to each request. Let K be the number of processors, If a request from processor j to bank i is P-issued at cycle (1 and has been computed at cycle t@ the request gets the label (Kt1+j, t$ We define a complete order on the set of labels by : (x,y) C-Z (x',y') iff xcx' or (x=x' and y < y'). It is obvious that memory bank i processes its requests in the increasing order of their labels. We consider the whole set S of requests which have already been Pissued and have not been completed at an instant T. S contains requests which are always present in the request G-network and the write requests which have already entered the RAW detection mechanism in the memory banks and are waiting for their associated data. If S is not empty then it exists a request R in S which label is minimum.
If the request R is a READ. it may be performed at mn as the desired bank becomes free. If the request R is a WRITE then, condition (B) and condition (A) guarantee that the READS of the operands needed for the computation of the word of data to be written have labels smaller than the label of R : they have been completed. Then the word of data associated with the request R will be available in a finite delay. Then no deadlocks are possible on the memory. QED.
Notice that several memory requests from processor j destinated to distinct memory banks may be P-issued af fhe some time. Detiition : A memory request will be called a dummy request if it is not deshated to any memory bank -synchronization requests for example.
Condition (A) allows to define the P-issuing of a dummy request as follows :
A dummy request from processor j will be said to have been P-issued as soon as a younger request from processor j may be P-issued.
In section III, we shall show that processors may be efficiently synchronized through the P-issuing of the memory requests and we present an efficient P-issuing hardware mechanism.
Controlling the read G-network and the write G-network
Controlling the read network and the write network is srraightforward. Here we describe in &tail the control of the read G-network. A similar mechanism can be used to control the write G-network.
In the processor, data are obtained from the read network by the Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) ( fig.3 ). When a read request is deposited into the request network, the label of the addressed memory bank is stored in a FIFO queue located in the DAU. To obtain the words of data coming back from the memory in the same order as their addresses have been computed, the DAU reads its FIFO queue and uses this value as an address to select the FIFO queue in the read G-network from which the word of data will be available. When the FlFO queue is empty, the DAU waits until a word of data is written in the FIFO queue. It is notewoahy that the DAU is a simple device. Let us notice that the delay to obtain a data from a memory bank is not constant. The DAU complexity favorably compares with the complexity of hardware mechanism which would be necessary to reorder the data Rowing from a crossbar network. In the latter case, data would have to be stored in an intermediate buffer and reordered. In this buffer, K FIFO queues would have to be simulated. Moreover when using crossbar networks as request, read and write networks, many bits of information must be transmitted through the networks with the data to re-associate data and requests : label of the origin processor for the request and the write networks. label of the origin memory bank for the read network. The characteristics of the available FIFO queue components do not match with our application. They are very deep but not very wide. Our idea was to implement many FIFO queues on the same chip. A 4*4 G-network of 12 bits width FIFO queues and about 24 words by FIFO queue can be implemented on a single 144-pin chip with 65,000 tn?~Gstors [C086] . This chip will accept a WRITE from each input and a READ onto each output every 50 11s. This basic chip can be used to built wider and larger G-networks. For our application, only 192 hAr rhirw will hp nw&l in the de&n of he hm ws.
7 The GREEDY network and a shared interleaved and pipelined memory Large static memory components with cycles around 50 ns ~lt: now available and may be used in the design of an interleaved memory. But the cost of a very large memory built with such components will be prohibitive -these fast chips are expensive. It seems rnrxe attrztive to use memory chips with a longer memory cycle. These chips are cheaper and have a very high density of integration. Thii approach has been adopted by Cray Research for the design of the Gray-2. Memory chips with 120 ns cycle have been used in the design of the Cray-2 memory; the size of this memory is 256 Megawords of 64 bits against only 8 Megawords in the Gray-XMP where memory chips with 40 ns cycle are used.
Let us consider a TCM with 16 pipeline processors which am able to initiate a memory request every SO ns and chips of dynamic RAM with cycles around 300 11s. The memory of this multiprocessor would be divided in 96 or 128 memory banks ( for easier address computation) in order to obtain a theoretical throughput equal or higher than one word per 50 ns and processor. The cost of a 128'16 G-network would be huge. During one cycle of SO ns. at most 16 banks receive a data As it takes more than one cycle on a memory hank to treat a request, several memory banks may share the same output (or input) of the IN. If the read data flow out from this logical bank in the same order their READS have been requested, this group of physical memory banks may be considered as only one logical unit. We call this logical t&t a logical memory hank. Each physical memory bank i has a FIFO queue of requests R(i) and a FIFO queue DI(i) as inputs and a FIFO queue Do(i) as output. Memory requests (resp. data to be written) flow from the memory sequencing unit @WJ) of the logical memory bank in the order of their arrivals on the logical memory bank and are written in the rquircd R(i) (resp. DI(i)). If the request is a READ then the label of the requested physical bank is stored in the FIFO queue F. Bank i loads a request from R(i), if the request is a WRITE, the address is stored in some associative memory until the associated data is valid -the clock of the associative memory may be in the range of 300 ns. If the request is a READ, the address is checked against this associative memory; if there is some WRITE on the same memory location waiting for its data, then the physical bank is blocked until this WRITE has been completed, otherwise the READ is performed and the read data is deposited in DO(i). Then the reordering unit (RU) uses the FIFO queue F as address to read the data on the FIFO queues DO(i). The data flow out from the logical memory bank in the desired order.
We have simulated by software the behavior of a memory consisting in 16 logical banks assessed through G-networks. The effective throughput is 97% of the theoretical throughput of the memory. When using the blocking structure of logical memory bank and crossbar networks, only 31% of the theoretical throughput is obtained.
These results prove that the association of GREEDY networks with the proposed structure of a logical memory bank may be used to built a very large memory with relatively slow (and cheap) dynamic RAM components. Its effective throughput allows to consider this solution as a very promising alternative to the use of memory caches; many difficulties are then avoided : cache coherence, need of data locality..
Remark : The lack of conflicts in the distribution of consecutive elements of a vector among the memory banks does not remain the golden rule for the mapping of data in memo3 tLa75] [Bu71] . In [Se?%], we propose a new mapping of data in a 2 -way interleaved memory. Thii mapping allows to use the whole theoretical memory throughput during accesses to constant-strided vectors with strides of the form 2'1 where t is odd and where 2' is smaller or equal to the depth of the FIFO queues in the G-network.
In the next section. we answer to the following question :
-Hnw can we svnchronize the processors in an ASM without paying a large time penalty ? III A proposition for synchronizing the processors in an ASM
The performance of algorithms on a TCM depends on the microtasking facilities of the anzhitecture. Here we propose a synchronization of the processors limited to a synchronization on the P-issuing of the memory requests.
Fist in section III.1, we define four kinds of memory requests and we show that these families of requests allows the parallel execution of a very large family of algorithms. Then in section 111.2, we propose hardware mechanisms which allows a very efficient P-issuing for the previous four types of memory requests.
Four types of memory requests 1.Standard requests
We first define standard memory requests : Definition : There are no synchronization on the P-issuing of standard requests, the P-issuing of standard requests has only to respect the condition (A) in theorem 1.
Let us consider the whole family of loops whose iterations are independent from each other i.e loops which can be transformed in : Do 30 I=l& 30 CALL TASK(l) where only local variables are modified by TASK(I) i.e. if a variable is written by TASK(I), it is not read by TASK(J) for JA.
The iterations of these loops can be distributed among the processors and only standard memory requests are used for coding the loop WY.
For example, iterations of vectotid sequential loops can be coded using only standard requests. But in many cases, because of data dependencies, some global synchronization is required for chaining successive loops (e.g. loops 20 and 21). On many classical multiprocessors, such synchronizations are quite CPU time consuming and often drop the efficiency of the computation on short vector loops.
Global join requests
We define global join requests as follows : Definition : A global join request (GJR) from processor j is P-issued when and only when all the processors have to P-issue a global join request.
GJRs allow to implement global joins without interrupting the sequencing of the processors. We shall see in section III.2 that GJRs even do not interrupt the computations of memory requests. -GJRs may be used in order to enforce the respect of dependencies when chaining two successive loops (eg. loops 20 and 21). A dummy GJR is executed by each processor after the last memory request of its last iteration of the 6rst loop.
-GJRs may also be useful to parallelize loops including indirect WRITES accesses. -GJRs may be used for the read of the same data by all the processors (for example the number of iterations or a constant operand for a vector loop). All the processing elements synchronize on the P-issuing of this read request. The read request of processor 0 is really P-issued, the other processors P-issue a dummy request, but the read data is broadcast to all the processors. This avoids K-l read requests conflicting on the same memory location.
1.3 Master requests and slave requests 13.1 A family of imperative loops Notice that standard requests and GJRs allow to process in parallel on an ASM a large family of algorithms. All the loops which are considered as "vector" loops for a DSPA processor may be processed in parallel : loop 2 is a vector loop [Je86] [Se87a] .
Nevertheless a large family of imperative loops cannot be processed in parallel using only standard requests or GJRs the whole family of DO-loops where independency between successive iterations cannot guaranteed at compile time. For example, loop 1 belongs to this family.
In [J&6], we pointed out that the performance of a DSPA processor on this family of loops only depends on ihe effective dependencies on data. For example, when very rare actual dependencies occur between not very distant iterations during the execution of loop I, performance of a DSPA processor is only limited by the theoretical memory throughput. It is desirable to also execute these loops in parallel on an ASM. Notice that this potential parallelism cannot lo? managed at compile time; it mu.3 be managed at execution time.
DO-ACROSS construction
Cymn [cyg6] proposed the DO-ACROSS mechanism for Processing loops of the previous family in parallel on a TCM. Its Prop0 sition consists in inserting delays between the beginning Of the successive iterations to ensure that the dependencies are respected; the execudon of an iteration is deferred until some event has occured in 8 previous iteration. This technic can be applied with success to many loops. Do 100 I=lfi delay (d*(I-1)) Sl S2 . .
&l-INUE
E.g. let us consider an imperative loop which body can be divided into two successive sequences R and S . Let us suppose that there are no dependencies between the iteration i and the sequence R(i+l), but that there may be dependencies between S(i) and S(i+l). The execution of the iteration i+l may begin independently from the completing of the iteration i. S(i+l) Cannot be executed before the completing of S(i). The maximum speed-up which can be reached may be modelized by SP=T /rs where TR (resp. T ) is the execution time of the sequence w (resp. S). If the exe&& time of the sequence S is short besides the execution time of the sequence R, then a very high degree of parallelism can be obtained during the execution of the loop. When the number of processors is not greaten than SP, all the pfocessors can be saturated during the execution of the ioop.
Unfortunately, in many cases this technic is not sufficient -when TR is not large besides Ts (as in loop 1). Moreover, as no specific hardware has been proposed for the implementation of the DO-ACROSS conshuction, synchronization sections may be quite time consuming.
Slave requests and master requests
We now introduce the concepts of slave requests and master requesti. Definition : 0 An X-slave request from processor I cannot be P-issued until processor I has got a mark from processor I-X mod K -K is the number of processors. 0 When a X-master request is P-issued by processor I, a mark is sent to processor 1+X mod K.
Notice that an X-slave request cannot be P-issued if there is no corresponding X-master request. On the other hand, an X-slave request must be associated to every X-master request. Processor I cannot Pissued an X-slave request before processor I-l mod K has P-issued the corresponding X-master request.
The use of X-slave requests and X-master requests implies a static distribution of the loop iterations. It is straightforward that the use of X-slave requests and X-master requests covers approximately the same application domain of the DO-ACROSS construct.
Let us notice that the use of l-slave requests and l-master requests covers the most useful application domain of the DO-ACROSS constructs : 0 dependencies between successive iterations of the same loop Cl pipelined tasks on the distincts processors -data are successively updated by successive tasks for example.
Only l-slave requests and l-master requests will be considered for implementation in section 111.2. From now, they are referred to respectively as slave requests and as master requests. The sequential signification of the loop is guaranteed : for lcI=, READ of A(Q(I)) cannot be P-issued before WRITE of A(P(I-1)) has been P-issued.
We shall see that when using the hardware mechanism proposed in the next section, a more efficient distribution of the iterations of the loop 1 among the processors is given by : iterations 1 to L on processor 0, iterations L+l to 2L on processor 1 . . iterations (K-l)*L+l to K*L on processor K-l iterations K*L+l to (K+l)L on processor 0 . . In the second part of the loop. the sequence of memory requests executed by processor 1 is as follows :
Dummy slave request READ A(Q((a*K+I-l)*L+l)) (standard) WRITE A(P((a*K+I-l)*L+l)) " READ A(Q((a*K+I-l)*L+2)) " Very simple synchronization concepts have been proposed in the previous section. In this section, we propose very efficient hardware mechanisms to implement these synchronization primitives.
2.1 About the need for a multiple P-issuing on a single processor Let us consider loop 1, if iteration I and iteration I+1 are executed by two distinct processors, the WRITE of At?(I)) must always be P-issued strictly before the READ of A(Q(I+l)). If a single memory request can be P-issued by a processor in one cycle then a processor can at most execute an iteration every 2K cycles. So at most one iteration every two cycles can be executed by the machine -even with an infinite number of processors.
To enable better performance, multiple P-issuing by a single processor is necessary.
P-issuing in parallel on a single processor
The respect of the condition (A) in theorem 1 enforces the avoiding of deadlocks on the memory. Here we propose a hardware mechanism which forces the respect of this condition. An issuing unit (III) is added to the address computation unit in each processor (tig.5).
At cycle I, the address unit of processor j deposits (or not) a request in the request G-network and sends the label of the requested memory bank B&t) and some added information to RI(i) (for a clearer presentation, we assume here that this information is not coded) : -At most, one synchronization request is P-issued at a time.
-Notice that a request to memory has to be F-issued as soon as possible. When the FIFO FIU is empty, the input bgfer is written in the FIV. queue is assumed to D) At cycle f OUTBUF(j) contains a vector of bits bo,J.j,t) and three bits G (j.0, S (i,t) and M &t). A bit w,t) indi%es if OUT&%(j) is valid at cycle t. Counter(j,t) is the value of C(i) at cycle t. /*Counter&t) represents the difference between the number of master requests that have been P-issued by processor j-1 mod K and the number of slave requests that have been P-issued by processor j*/ Inc(j,t) is a bit sent by IU(i-1 mod K) on cycle t-l PInc&t)= 1 iff a master request has been P-issued on cycle t-l by processor j-l mod KY
A new value of OUTBLIP@ is read on FlU(j) on condition notMi,O) + Q(i,O where Q(i,t)=(G u ~,t)=O).(Sout~.t)=O) + (Go, Cj,t)=?. \or all the processors) + soul 6 t) (Counter(i,t)zO) ' * pwhen Q&t)=1 and V(i,t)=l, the requests represented in b (. j,t) may be P-issued*/ The bit b ($).V(j.t).Q~.t) is sent to MSU(i) -see section 11.2. New valu%'of V(i.t+l), Counter(i,t+l) and Inc(j,t+l) are given by :
Counter(j,t+l)= Counter@0 + Inc(j.0 -V(j.t).Q(i,t).S,,,(j,~) (+ is Ihe integer addition) Inc(j+l mod K, t+l) = V(i.t).Q(j,t).Mo,,(j,t) V(i,t+l)=V&t).Q(j,t).not(FlU empty at cycle t)+not(Q(i,t)).V(i,t) General comments 0 One can easily verify that the P-issuing respects condition (A) in theorem 1 and also respects the definition of standard requests, slave requests. master requests and GJRs. 0 Several memory requests may be P-issued al the same time by a single processor, these requests are destinated to distinct memory banks. q The four stages of the IU are very simple devices. It clearly appears that the delay to cross stages A) and B) is very limited. We may assume that this delay will be shorter than the FIFO queue clock. The delay to cross the stage D) is approximately equal to the FIFO queue clock : decision to read the next word in the FIFO queue depends on the previous read word, but this decision is available after the crossing of a very few gates.
We hope that a specific device for the IU will be implemented in current Cmos technology with a clock around 50 ns. q The whole control of request network (i.e the MSUs of the logical memory banks and the IUs of the processors) may be cenrraIized on a single board. For a 16*16 GREEDY network, this control board will have to receive around 8 bits of information from each processor and to send 5 bits to each ourput of the request GREEDY network.
The time lost for synchronizing the processors in the ASM is very short : 0 the address computation goes on until the address computation unit is waiting for some data. Cl due to its parallel P-issuing potential, the IU is not a bottleneck. 0 If DSPA processors are used, the sequencing of the instructions goes on until the sequencer is waiting for some data (or the instruction m0 queue of some FlJ is full).
We believe that the proposed mechanism is sufficient to efficiently exe cute in parallel the major part of the algorithms used in scientiIic computing. Nevertheless other synchronization mechanisms may be implemented by software using the RcadModifyWrite instruction.
When loop 1 becomes a parallel loop
We have simulated by software an ASM designed around DSPA processors where the INS are G-networks. and the processors are synchronized through the mechanism proposed in the previous section. Our goal is not to present extensive results but only to point out that some important parallelism may be managed at execution time. Table 1   Table 1 shows the efficiency of our P-issuing mechanism. The performance of the ASM increases when the probability of dependencies between not very distent iterations decreases. If parallel P-issuing had not been possible then lhe average time to execute one iteration Of loop 1 would always have exceeded 2 cycles, it is only equal to 0.51 cycles with 16 processors for M=30,000! These OJl cycles have to be compared with the minimum delay to complete the sequence WAD of A(Q(I)), WRITE of A(P(I))) which is 23 cycles in our simulaLor -the average delay may be two or three times longer. The execution of more than 100 iterations of loop 1 are concurrently executed in the machine!
Conclusion
Need for performance on both vector and non-vector algorithms exists in many scientific applications. In many cases, the performance achieved by a single processor is not sufficient. The GREEDY network is introduced to allow a realistic implementation of an Address Synchronized Multiprocessor -a global hardware detection of RAW hazards is performed. The control of this network is very original for use in TCM : a producer can always send its data into a FIFO queue, but a consumer must explicitly read the data into FIFO queues. When using GREEDY networks to access the memory from the processors, the actual throughput of an interleaved and pipelined memory is very close to its theoretical throughput.
Synchronization of the processors may be done through the consuming of the memory requests by the logical memory banks. Four types of memory requests have been introduced. Standard requests are used to perform the accesses on which no synchronization is needed. Global Join Requests are used to implement global join. The introduction of the master requests and slave requests allows to process in parallel the DOACROSS loops [Cy86] . These four types of memory requests allow to implement the synchronization sections which are the most frequently needed in scientific computing.
We have proposed a very efficient and cost-effective hardware mechanism to implement the synchronization of the processors through these four types of requests, the P-issuing mechanism. Time lost during the synchronization of the processors via memory requests is very short because the sequencing of the instructions in the processors may continue -even address computation goes on.
Efficiency of our proposition has been proven by simulations : loop 1 is a sequential loop for all the existing supercomputers, but at execution a very high degree of parallelism may be managed on this loop by our mechanisms.
The hardware needed for implementing the GREEDY network and the P-issuing unit with a basic clock around 50 ns are relevant from current Cmos technology. Nevertheless simulations have proven that an ASM with a basic clock in the 50 ns range would achieve better performance on many non-vector codes (e.g. loop 1 and 2) than the current state-of-the-art supercomputers.
